Spring Bilingual Montessori Academy

Primary Montessori with Foreign Language Instruction

AGES 3 THROUGH 6

We plant seeds that spring to life!
ince 1967, Spring Bilingual has innovated and refined the concept of integrating a Montessori education with the acquisition of proficiency in a second language. It has been shown in countless educational research studies that children are most sensitive and receptive to a second language during the period from birth to age six.

During these crucial developmental years the child tends to learn most effectively by absorbing information through activity within the environment to which they are exposed. This is a natural process embraced by the child with a tremendous amount of enthusiasm.

At SBMA, students attend their foreign language class in small groups with a dedicated language instructor for 45 minutes each morning. Language support is continued throughout the day while in the Montessori class with the help of our bilingual assistants.

In addition to vocabulary, our students are exposed to cultural elements such as food, music, folklore, art and literature that correlate to the language they are learning. Through this understanding, we believe that we can begin to bridge the unnatural barriers separating the world today. At SBMA, we wish to give our children the inspiration to create a better world tomorrow.